IIF Data Solutions is seeking individuals interested in serving as Role-Players (disaster victims, mass casualties, anxious citizens, etc.) in support of a National Guard training exercise. This critically important exercise will occur 24-27 August 2015 in Camp Dawson, near Kingwood West Virginia. Quality Role-Players are essential in adding realism to the scenario by simulating victims of a disaster event and thus enabling the National Guard to test, train and evaluate their life-saving tasks including extraction from a disaster site, victim decontamination, medical triage and treatment.

We are seeking realistic diversity in our Role-Player population in terms of age, gender, ethnicity, and race. As a Role-Player you must be willing to act, have moulage (artificial but lifelike scrapes, burns, cuts, etc…) applied, be rescued from collapsed structures, be decontaminated of hazardous materials, triaged and provided advanced medical treatment. Of course this is all realistically simulated in a safe and controlled environment.

**KEY POINTS FOR ROLE PLAYER PARTICIPATION**

- All participants will be paid $14.12 an hour, with additional hours required based on role-player assignment.
- Participants will be required to wear old “Cut-away” clothing, with tight fitting swimming suits underneath, for realistic moulage application and for first responders who may “cut-away” clothing to apply immediate medical aid.
- All participants must be 18 years of age or older.
- All applicants must be available: August 24, 2015 for orientation and training. August 25-27, 2015 for exercise participation. More specific information on times and locations will be provided to selected applicants.
- Go to www.iifdata.com and follow the “Role Player Support Services” link for additional information and to complete the online application.

Thank you for your contribution to the readiness of our Nation’s Homeland Security!

If you have questions after visiting the website, please send an email to:

email: grace.zimmerman@iifdata.com or call: 717.821.9222